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The CAF project began in February 2012 when 

MTRA Arquitectos, the architecture firm of record 

for this project, contacted Condit about the 

feasibility of designing and installing a structure on 

the terrace of the CAF Building in Caracas, 

Venezuela.  

 

Multiple challenges had to be addressed:  

• Installing a semi-permanent structure on top 

of a permanent building 

• Craning all properties to the roof where the 

structure was installed 

• Closing off a busy city street during craning 

• Accommodating the high-end finishes the 

client expected.  

 

After months of extensive planning, the 

structure is now complete and in use.  

      The CAF Bank VIP Boardroom 

http://www.caf.com/
http://www.caf.com/
http://www.caf.com/
http://www.caf.com/
http://www.condit.com/temporary-structures/semi-permanent-environments/
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The VIP Boardroom covered 3,000 

square feet and was installed on the 

roof terrace of the CAF Building in 

Caracas, Venezuela.  

 

The structure will be used by CAF 

Bank of Latin America executives as 

a boardroom. 

      Installation of The VIP Boardroom Exterior 



     Work In Progress Video 

The Condit team took some video of the 

construction process while on location in 

Caracas. 

 

Click the image or visit Condit’s YouTube 

Channel and watch the video. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEaEOSrbmqA
https://www.youtube.com/user/ConditGlobal
https://www.youtube.com/user/ConditGlobal


      Installation of The VIP Boardroom Interior 

Condit offers the most sophisticated 

temporary structure systems available for 

rent or purchase.   

 

Our temporary structures can be 

implemented anywhere in the world.  

 

By utilizing Condit’s system, this VIP 

Boardroom was shipped in one container.   

 

This system has virtually no limitations and 

can stand up to any type of weather. 

 

The ability to create unique spaces for 

your brand is unlimited with Condit.  

 

 

http://www.condit.com/temporary-structures/


      The Completed CAF VIP Boardroom  

Here is a look at the final product on the terrace.  This VIP structure offers 
expansive views of Caracas from the top of the CAF Bank building while the interior 
includes all of the finishes, features, and amenities needed to run board meetings.   

http://www.condit.com/temporary-structures/vip-structure/


         About Condit  

Condit is an industry leader in face-to-face marketing, helping marketers plan and implement successful experiences since 1945. 

Headquartered in Denver, Colorado and with offices around the USA and Europe, Condit’s goal is to help create lasting 

experiences for you and your customers. 

 

We specialize in creating unique environments with our custom temporary structure and custom fabrication solutions. Our 

reputation for outstanding service, quality, integrity and innovation is a product of our hard work and dedication to the clients we 

serve.  

 

At the core of every experience that we create and deliver is the clients vision. We handle all of the details from design, 

fabrication, rental, to the complete service package that includes I&D, transportation, audio visual, and show floor services. Our 

vast experience and industry knowledge means we have the qualifications to make every event successful. Like most people in 

our driven industry, we’re smart, creative, thoughtful, and strategic.  We want what we do to matter to our clients and we want it 

to matter to us. For that reason, we’re thinking about your business all the time.  Let’s face it, you expect passion, dedication, and 

commitment. This is where we deliver. 

 

Condit Temporary Structures Division has been operational since 2007; however, our journey to become the largest supplier of high 

end temporary structures in the U.S began much earlier. Our staff, assembled over the past 5 years from all over the world, has 

more than 75 years of combined knowledge and expertise designing, developing and delivering structures in all types of 

environments. 

 

As a leading supplier of high end temporary structures, Condit distributes the most innovative temporary structure systems in the 

U.S.  The expertise Condit offers far exceeds that of providing a temporary structure alone.  Condit is one of only a handful of 

companies in the world that offers complete turn key services that include the structure rental, complete implementation 

packages, custom fabrication and all event services.  The ability to turn key in house an entire project sets us apart from our 

competitors.  

http://www.condit.com/
http://www.condit.com/
http://www.condit.com/temporary-structures/
http://www.condit.com/temporary-structures/temporary-structures-portfolio/


       For More Information… 

 Contact: 
 

 Condit Exhibits, 

 Sky Curl 

 International Business Director 

 scurl@condit.com  
 

 Phone: +1.800.541.6308 

 Direct: 206.552.4743 

  

 www.condit.com 

  
 Locations: Denver, Seattle, Las Vegas, and the United Kingdom 

mailto:scurl@condit.com
http://www.condit.com/

